
Branch operators in wholesale and retail have to 

adapt their presence, their product assortment 

and their merchandising to demographic changes, 

social change and new consumer trends in ever 

shorter cycles. There is no better way to do this 

than with end-to-end digitalisation: the P’X Retail 

Solution provides all the specialist departments 

involved with the necessary planning tools and 

links central planning, local adaptation and exter-

nal services.

The larger the branch network of a retail chain, the 

more difficult it becomes to react agilely to new 

challenges - and to successfully resolve the tension 

between central brand values and local  

Retail in transition 
How digital retail management facilitates rapid adjustments

characteristics. This begins with branch planning, 

and leads to furnishing concepts, merchandising and 

product presentation, and finally to the optimisation 

cycle of assortment planning for individual sales out-

lets. With the P’X Retail Solution, leading retail 

chains and chain stores digitalise all processes from 

shopfitting, furnishing planning, merchandising and 

assortment to shop optimisation in a powerful soft-

ware environment. The 3D visualisation of all loca-

tions, furnishing objects and goods carriers facilita-

tes communication and interaction between all 

internal and external, local and central participants.
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The layout of the branch can be easily checked and adjusted.



The third dimension of shopfitting

The P’X Retail Solution can be used to create furnis-

hing concepts for sales areas: Whether it is a DIY sto-

re or a boutique, checkout counters, refrigerated 

counters or shelving systems from 3D catalogues are 

distributed on the original, imported floor plans. By 

defining walkways and different types of space, the 

space planning of a shop becomes clear. Architects 

and shop planners benefit from CAD interfaces that 

allow the import of layouts and the use of the catalo-

gues in the CAD software. Once created, the "digital 

twin" of a shop is available for all changes, conversi-

ons and further planning steps.

Interior configuration with 3D catalogues

Retail chains use furnishing catalogues with shelves, 

tables, goods carriers and gondolas, refrigeration 

units and cash register systems in their planning wi-

thout any further effort. The dimensions of the 3D 

objects are often infinitely adjustable via sliders. This 

means that modules can be conveniently exchanged 

or their proportions changed as required. Detailed 

parts lists, illustrated data sheets or assembly inst-

ructions facilitate subsequent order processing with 

suppliers and assembly on site.

The Store Communicator creates a direct link between planning 

and the PoS.

Digital planning of goods carriers and 

merchandising

Merchandise assortments and collections are also 

provided in catalogues. The merchandise inventories 

can be inserted into the "digital twins" of the 

merchandise supports as individual items or com-

bined into merchandise groups and linked to them. If 

Category Management later makes changes, these 

are automatically shared with the shops in which 

they are to be implemented.

All visual merchandising for current sales promo-

tions, a successful presentation of goods and the 

transport of brand values is also carried out with the 

P’X Retail Solution. When placing displays, signs and 

decorative items, one moves through a freely rotata-

ble and tiltable 3D view of the premises and can thus 

understand the customer's perspective. 

Perfect communication with PoS

Through the P’X Store Communicator, a web plat-

form belonging to the P’X Retail Solution, all internal 

and external employees of a retail organisation have 

access to the 3D planning bases intended for them 

via a web link. If required, staff at head office simply 

send a link to shop managers or employees, shop 

planners, architects or shopfitting system manufac-

turers. They can then view the 3D views in detail 

from all perspectives and compare them with the 

implementation in the shop, colour-code any areas of 

the 3D representation and comment on them. They 

can also use the P’X Store Communicator to send 

drawings, documents and photos back to the head 

office. This simple, web-based solution works with 

any smartphone or tablet, connecting shops and 

head office in an integrated, effective planning solu-

tion.

Diagrams displayed in the store layout provide information on  

sales.

Assortment planning with precise data analysis

The planned stock levels of a branch are recorded in 

the respective units and can be evaluated. If the spa-

tial data is linked to the merchandise management 

data from the company's own ERP system, these 

evaluations gain in accuracy. Broken down by pro-

duct groups and their spatial placement, the user is 

provided with statistics on sales figures that can be 

used to analyse articles, turnover and margins. 3D 

visualisations of the store and shelf layout provide 

information on the sales figures of the individual pro-

duct groups. Clear 3D bar charts directly on a "digital 

twin" of the merchandise displays show the connec-

tion between sales and the placement of the 
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merchandise groups. Likewise, several branches can 

be evaluated or the total merchandise requirements 

of a retail chain can be determined.

Automatic creation of planograms

The P’X Retail Solution also offers category manage-

ment the option of automatically generating plano-

grams for specific branches. To do this, structural 

layouts are first created, a product and store-inde-

pendent macro level in which areas are assigned to 

specific product groups. The existing structure lay-

outs can each be applied to a "digital twin" of a 

branch for automatic planogram creation. In this way, 

a graphic planogram is created in dialogue with the 

planner or fully automatically, which visualises the 

goods carriers with the respective products. Other 

views show brands, suppliers, turnover, margins or 

categories of the products directly on the product 

carriers and thus expand the analysis options. During 

planning, the solution includes assortment values 

such as square metres, number of articles or floor 

running metres and provides initial filling quantities 

for the goods carriers at the push of a button. The P’X 

Retail Solution obtains article data and turnover 

quantities from merchandise management and ERP 

systems. With automatic statistical evaluations of 

this data, the shop design is further optimised.

High range of functions for precise planning

The P’X Retail Solution combines all elements for 

successful retail management - from interior design 

to sales optimisation - in a digital platform that can 

be seamlessly integrated into the existing IT environ-

ment. It supports the planning work of the head of-

fice, the cooperation with external suppliers and the 

daily work at the point of sale. Thanks to this end-to-

end digitalisation, retail companies can react quickly 

to current developments and trends and improve ef-

ficiency and profitability. 
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Merchandise display.jpg: The stocking of the merchandise display is visualised in detail.


